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                    FLAMINGO: GOING PLACES 

                                                                   A.R BARTON 

SUGGESTED VALUE POINTS FOR WORKSHEET QUESTIONS 

 

Q1.Sophie nurtures her dreams- thinks that she would save the money for the boutique by 

becoming a manager- also toys the idea of becoming an actress or fashion designer. 

 

Q2.Sophie’s aspirations are high- though she belonged to the middle class –father worked 

hard to fend for the family- brother, a mechanic- irony of it all- she was fantasizing too 

much-far from reality. 

 

Q3.  Sophie’s comments on Geoff’s reserved and silent nature- man of few words and 

hardly ever spoke anything voluntarily- words had to be drawn from his mouth just as 

stones are dug out of the ground with great effort 

 

Q4.Sophie wished that her brother would some day take her to his world with him- was 

conscious of a vast world that awaited her arrival- saw herself riding behind Geoff- who 

was wearing new leather and a cape- imagined the world rose to greet them. 

 

Q5.When Geoff shared the incident of Sophie’s encounter with Danny Casey with her 

father, she wriggled because she knew it was false. Her father was realistic to the core and 

Sophie was certain that he would not believe a word of this concocted story. To avoid his 

disdain, she feared she would have to add more details to make her story convincing. 

 

Q6. The family’s weekly visit to watch United is referred to as the weekly pilgrimage of 

the family-to highlight the hero worship of the family - religiously came to watch the 

football match-deeply interested in the game and absolutely fascinated by Danny Casey. 

 

Q7. Sophie was upset –accused her of lying –what troubled Sophie was that Geoff had 

leaked out her secret- felt that Jansie would tell the whole neighbourhood- made Jansie 

promise to keep it as a secret. 

 

Q8.Sophie knew she was trying to live a dream which was away from reality- still 

believed that Danny would turn up and she would meet him- Disappointed- but still did 

not want to give up- could not resign herself to the harsh reality. 

 

Q9.Sophie chose a childhood favourite haunt- deserted place near the wharf- least 

disturbance for the two of them- sat down to on a wooden bench under a solitary elm- a 

place where lovers met. 

 

Q10. She saw a vision of seeing Danny as she had imagined already- visualized herself 

talking to him- asking for an autograph. 

 


